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A
better understanding of evidence will
always be important in science. At my
university, for example, the Center for

Informal Learning and Schools (1) brings to-
gether students and post-docs from the natu-
ral and social sciences. Topics they continu-
ally discuss include what constitutes data,
what is evidence, and how is evidence used
to draw conclusions.

The goal of The Nature of Scientific
Evidence is to help answer those questions.
To do so, Mark Taper (an ecologist at
Montana State University) and Subhash Lele
(a statistician at the University of Alberta)
have drawn authors from the fields of ecolo-
gy, statistics, and philosophy. The choice of
ecology as the illustrative science is a good
one, because ecology has strong traditions in
both the discovery of new knowledge and the
application of that knowledge to important
problems of society. The chapters are
grouped in five sections: “Scientific
Process”; “Logics of Evidence”; “Realities of
Nature”; “Science, Opinion, and Evidence”;
and “Models, Realities, and Evidence.” Each
chapter is followed by com-
mentary, typically from two in-
dividuals, and a rejoinder by
the author. The volume is
aimed toward students as well
as established scientists, statis-
ticians, and philosophers. It
reaches its target: there is
something in it for everyone.

As might be expected of an
edited volume, the technical
level of the chapters varies
considerably. Some of the
mathematically easiest materi-
al (introductory in nature,
where statistical symbols are explained) ap-
pears late in the book. There are many big
ideas, but they are scattered around and one
needs to work through (or at least, as Solly
Zuckerman reputedly said, hum through) the
technical details in order to get to them. As in
most edited volumes, there is too much repeti-
tion. However, the book is a rare find: a source
that could be used in graduate seminars in sta-
tistics, philosophy, or biology if the chapters
are suitably chosen. It is brimming with ideas.

A number of broad themes, including the
definition of the scientific process and the
structure of scientific knowledge, weave
throughout the text. Evidence enters science
in a variety of ways. Contributor Richard
Royall has noted elsewhere (2) that given a
set of observations, one may ask: What
should I believe? What should I do? And
how should I interpret the observations as
evidence? The third question can be split and
distilled to, What do the observations tell me
about the truth of the hypothesis being con-
sidered? and What do they tell me about the
hypothesis’s predictive accuracy? The topic
of whether we are seeking the truth (which, it
appears, statisticians are more likely to be-
lieve) or increasingly better understanding of
reality (which scientists are more likely to
believe) also appears in many chapters. 

The operational issues center on the con-
flict between frequentist and Bayesian ap-
proaches to statistics, approaches that differ
primarily in their notions of the relationship
between data and hypotheses and in their
treatments of prior information. The authors,

like most statisticians and sta-
tistically oriented scientists, as-
sume that it is necessary to
choose between these two par-
adigms, instead of asking for
the virtues of each that will
help us gain a better under-
standing of the world. I would
guess that most scientists are
facultative Bayesians. They
find frequentist statistics trou-
bling because it often does not
tell scientists what they really
want to know; the trouble with
Bayesian statistics is that the

prior is described as “subjective,” with all that
this charged word connotes. At times the
writing is vituperative (making it kind of fun
to read), with Bayesians and frequentists at-
tacking one another with well-known saws.
But saws only cut, not build. One contributor
notes that “statistics today is a conceptual and
theoretical mess,” and the treatment of
Bayesian and frequentist statistics in the vol-
ume does little to help solve that problem.
Thus, the two schools of statistical thought,
while battling among themselves (in a kind
of last-statistician-standing showdown), let
scientists down. Perhaps not unexpectedly,
John Hammersley once wrote, “Scientists
have learned to expect everything from

mathematicians short of actual help” (3).
Philosophers can help scientists under-

stand the operation of science. In her chapter,
Deborah Mayo summarizes the philosophi-
cal foundation of frequentist statistics in a
précis of her earlier book (4), but the volume
lacks a comparable treatment of the philo-
sophical foundations of Bayesian statistics
[as in (5)]. A philosophy of evidence should
be inclusive. In addition to providing state-
ments of evidence, it should show how to
generalize, model, and use or discard data as
well as how to deal with contradictory data.
Unfortunately, the contributors offer little
discussion of how one makes the trade-off
between a firm philosophical foundation and
gaining a deeper understanding of the natural
world, especially for nonreductionist ques-
tions. The chapters that are the most oriented
toward scientific problems are also those that
have the least statistics. 

The volume would have been improved
by the inclusion of one illustrative problem,
treated by both methods, that shows the
weaknesses, strengths, and commonalities of
each approach to evidence. However, fre-
quentists and Bayesians agree on the general
conclusions that evidence is comparative and
that data may support one hypothesis over
another (their argument is in quantifying that
support) but the support for a single hypoth-
esis cannot be quantified. At the philosophi-
cal level, most contributors would agree that
although we will never know the truth, we
might reach increasingly better understand-
ing of nature. Scientists tend not to reject a
theory that has some explanatory power or
predictive power, even if it fails in other cas-
es, when there is no alternative theory avail-
able (they’d have nothing to do). At the sci-
entific level, most would agree that we need
to carefully choose a model—or models, so
that we can compare multiple models with
the data—and know what assumptions are
being made, so that we can separate the use-
ful models from the others. At the statistical
level, especially in these days of easy com-
puting, we need to really understand the sta-
tistics that we are using.

The Nature of Scientific Evidence is far
from perfect, but the volume is valuable and
important. It deserves a read by everyone.
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